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Abstract— Conventional agricultural fields are sprayed
uniformly to control weeds, insects, and diseases. To reduce
cultivation expenses, to produce healthier food and to create
more environmentally friendly farms, chemicals should only be
applied to the right place at the right time and exactly with the
right amount. In this article, a task and motion planning for a
team of autonomous vehicles to reduce chemicals in farming is
presented. Field data are collected by small unmanned
helicopters equipped with a range of sensors, including
multispectral and thermal cameras. Data collected are
transmitted to a ground station to be analyzed and triggers aerial
and ground-based vehicles to start close inspection and/or
plant/weed treatment in specified areas. A complete trajectory is
generated to enable ground-based vehicle to visit infested areas
and start chemical/mechanical weed treatment.
Keywords—path planning; turning trajectory; motion control;
ASETA;

I. INTRODUCTION
Adaptive Surveying and Early treatment of crops with a
Team of Autonomous vehicles (ASETA) is a research
projected funded by the Danish Council for Strategic Research
and aims to explore the efficient and safe task execution and
cooperation between a number of ground-based and airborne
vehicles and its use in the early detection and treatment of
weeds in row crops e.g. sugar beets [1]. In traditional
automated weed control systems, unmanned ground vehicle
(UGV) scans the surface of the entire field area and identify
weed species and treats it chemically or mechanically directly.
The main disadvantage of these approaches is that the robot has
to scan or comb the whole field looking for weed spices which
is a time consuming and costly process and in addition, more
crop plants are most likely to be subjected to a potential full or
partial damage. In this project, surveillance is carried out based
on small unmanned helicopters equipped with a range of
sensors, including multispectral and thermal cameras. A pathplanning algorithm for efficient unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) guidance based on a predefined set of waypoints and
dubbin curves is used [2]. The helicopters scan large field
areas, data collected are transmitted to a ground station, which
analyses the data and triggers aerial and ground-based vehicles
to start close inspection and plant treatment in specified areas.
Small-scaled helicopters are used to provide the system with
multi-spectral aerial images. Using data from the helicopters,
the system identifies infestations and intensive weed spots in
the field and then dispatches autonomous ground vehicles to
the infestations to exactly identify and localize the weeds [1-3].

UGVs require high-precision control, continuous operation,
increased efficiency, and the removal of a human operator from
an unsafe environment. Although autonomous vehicles have
been for long the subject of research, only recently have sensor
and computer technology made autonomous vehicles practical
[4]. The advent of Global Positioning Systems (GPS) sensors
which has offered engineers the high precision necessary for
accurate vehicle control and the relatively inexpensive
computers which are capable of running complex control and
estimation algorithms make it practical for real-time control.
With all the tools necessary for economical real-time landvehicle control, specific commercial applications are
stimulating research into effective vehicle control systems.
Agriculture has emerged as one of the first potential
applications of real-time vehicle control. Certain types of
repetitive farming tasks such as seeding, spraying, fertilizing,
weed control, and harvesting could benefit from high-precision
control, control which is available in all visibility conditions
[4].
In this paper, a motion planning and control approach to
give the UGV the capabilities to visit weed spots in the
optimized manner is developed. This includes; 1) the
generation of a path which follows the crop rows to minimize
crop damage, 2) the generation of an optimized turning path at
the end of crop rows to join rows and to enable a UGV to drive
smoothly between these rows in a manner which reduces soil
compaction, operational time and total travelled distance in the
field, and 3) a trajectory following controller, namely the
Helmsman Controller (HC), to follow the desired trajectory is
proposed.
The entire work is organized as follows; we first introduce
the mechanical specification of the UGV platform used in
ASETA project (see Fig. 2) in Section 2.2. The dynamic model
of the used UGV is presented in Section 2.3. In section 2.4, two
controllers are presented. A Field coverage approach is
introduced in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, an approach for
assigning rows which are the closest to the weed spots are
presented. Different types of turning trajectory generation for a
blind turning are presented in Section 3.3. Finally, the
developed approach is tested and validated through a number
of simulation experiments are performed to evaluate the
tracking performance of the robot under different field and
operational conditions. Finally, a brief concluding remarks and
future work in Section 5 are presented.

II.

UNMAN
NNED GROUND
D VEHICLE (UG
GV) PLATFORRM

A. RobuRoc
R
Roboot
The
T
providedd Unmanned Ground Veh
hicle (UGV) is a
com
mmercial four w
wheel skid steeering vehicle called RobuR
ROC4 frrom Robosoft
ft®, four-wheeel drive (4W
WD) vehicle with
custo
om on board ccomputer, sennsor suite, and camera setupp as it
is sh
hown in Fig. 1. This robot iss built for outd
door use and hhas 4
independent wheeels mounted. They
T
are poweered by 4 brusshless
DC motors workiing together two
t
on the leeft and two onn the
rightt, making the robot able to turn on the sp
pot. The top sspeed
is rated to 2 m/s aand its weight is approximattely 140 kg annd up
to 100 kg extra ppayload can be
b added [1]. The robot haas an
embedded controoller, called RobuBOX, running
r
Winddows
XPe. The robot iss equipped wiith odometer, proxymeter, aand a
bum
mper sensor. T
The robot has a wireless em
mergency stopp and
can be driven in ttwo modes, byy a Xbox360 wireless gam
mepad
or ro
UDP
obuBOX comm
mands. The coommands can
n be sent by a U
conn
nection to thee robot via Ethernet,
E
and can be usedd for
settin
ng angular annd linear veloccities, and req
questing data from
sensors in the RoobuROC-4. Thhe sensor dataa is returned from
the robot
r
at a speccified rate (e.gg., 10 Hz).

ntrollers are uused to regullate the linearr and
leveel, two PI con
angu
ular speeds off the vehicle m
motors.

Fig. 3.
3 Helmsman co
ontroller principall [1].

In
I Helmsman
n controller, ttwo standard PI controllerrs are
used
d for adjusting
g the vehicle’’s linear and angular speedd in a
man
nner which reduces the disttance error, d (m), and heaading
anglle error, θe, resspectively, whhere Pstart is th
he start waypoint of
the current segm
ment, Pend is the target waaypoint, Pa is the
aimiing point on the
t current linne segment t, Pc is the vehicle’s
currrent position, and P is thee projection point of Pc onn line
segm
ment t. d is the distance froom the vehiclee’s current possition
to th
he target posittion (m), da iss the distance from aiming point
to th
he projection point (m), θr is the referen
nce angle, θc is
i the
currrent heading an
ngle of the vehhicle.

III.

Fig. 1.
1 UGV platform
m.

B. Robot
R
Controlller
The
T main goaal of this sectiion is to develop a controlller to
enab
ble the robot too follow a preedefined trajecctory under noormal
field
d conditions. Two controllers are dev
veloped and used
simu
ultaneously; onne for speed control
c
(i.e., op
pen-loop trajecctory
follo
owing controlller) and the seecond one is for
f position coontrol
(i.e.,, Helmsman controller). Block
B
diagram
m of the robbotics
feedback control ssystem is show
wn in Fig. 2.

TASSK AND MOTIO
ON PLANNING
G APPROACH

A. Mission
M
plann
ner
The
T system co
onsists of a U
UGV and an unmanned
u
airbborne
vehiicle (UAV). Each vehicle has allocateed a great deeal of
onbo
oard autonom
my and providded with a hig
gh level contrroller
that is capable off performing itts own behaviors path plannning,
misssion executio
on, and obstaacle avoidance. Howeverr, the
coorrdination bettween these vehicles waas handled by
b a
centtralized component knownn as the mission planner. The
prim
mary purpose of
o the missionn planner is to provide the syystem
with
h a mechanism
m of which alllows it to carrry out tasks with
w a
high
h degree of autonomy.
a
Thhe process staarts by selectiing a
field
d, scanning it using
u
UAV, co
collecting data and sending it
i to a
Grou
und Station (G
GS) where daata analysis taakes place, sennding
coorrdinates of weed
w
spots baack to the UA
AV and UGV
V for
furth
her inspection and then taskk execution, ass it is shown inn Fig.
4.
Select a Field

Plan a flight
trjectory

Close inspection

Weed contrl

Take images

Find
coordinates of
weed spots

Generate a
complete
trjectory

Fig. 2.
2 Robot controll system where vref and wref are the desired lineaar and
angullar velocities.
Start

A trajectory foollowing contrroller (TFC) iss developed inn two
ways; (1) Open looop control form
f
where th
he desired heaading
angle and conseequently the desired an
ngular and llinear
velocities are obttained from thhe reference trajectory thrrough
diffeerentiation, annd (2) Closedd loop contro
ol form basedd on
Helm
msman controoller principal,, shown in Fiig. 3. In the llower

UAV
V mission
configuration

Fig. 4.
4 System block
k diagram.
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B. Path
P
planningg
Field
F
coveragge is the proccess in which
h field trackss and
head
dland paths arre generated in
i a manner to
o cover the w
whole
field
d area. In reccent years, many
m
field cov
verage approaaches
havee been develooped to generaate an optimizzed coverage path
regardless of the ccomplexity of the field shap
pe and the pressence
of ob
bstacles [4-7].. Different tecchniques have been developped to
optim
mize field ooperations in a manner which minim
mizes
operrational time, cost and mauundering overr field area [88-10]
throu
ugh optimizinng is first gennerated in terrms of the driiving
angle and operatiing width off the vehicle. First the fieeld is
geom
metrically reprresented; a toool developed by
b Hameed et al. is
used
d [7]. The 2D geometrical reepresentation of a field invoolves
the generation off a geometriccal map whicch is made up by
discrrete geometriic primitivess, such as points,
p
lines, and
poly
ygons, providding a conncise representation of the
environmental daata that can be
b readily useed for operattional
planning. The inpput consists of
o the set of coordinates
c
oof the
poin
nts on the field boundaryy, the operatiing width off the
impllement, the nnumber of headland paths, and the teested
driviing direction. The tool geenerates the set
s of the parrallel
field
d-work trackss (i.e., rows)) for the com
mplete field area
coveerage and givees as an outpuut the coordin
nates of the ppoints
repreesenting the sstarting and thhe ending poin
nt of each tracck or
row,, and of the pooints represennting the head
dland paths, ass it is
show
wn in Fig. 5.

(a)

(b)
(

Fig. 5.
5 Example impllementation of thhe 2D geometrical field representtation:
(a) Saatellite image off a field of an arrea of around 4.5
5 ha located at ((57° 0'
51.56
6" N, 9° 59' 32.997" E) with the outer field boun
ndary in blue (bb) The
geom
metrical representtation of the field for an operatting width of 2 0m, a
drivin
ng angle of 0̊, andd a single headlannd path

weeed spot is assigned to a tracck where the vehicle can use
u to
reacch that spot. The perpendicuular distances between cropp row,
i, an
nd weed spot, j, are calculaated using thee formula giveen by
Eq. (1). The spott with less peerpendicular distance,
d
dij, too that
crop
p row is assign
ned to that part
rticular row.



 

dij  t xi , t yi  wx j , wy j



(1)

2

2) Connecting
C
seelected crop roows
At
A the end of each track thhe vehicle has to turn to enter to
the next track. Relying on vision system
m to carry out
o a
succcessful and safe turning is nnot reliable un
nder some weeather
cond
ditions. Also, sharp turninggs should be avoided
a
even if the
robo
ot is of the om
mnidirectionall type which can
c turn arounnd its
centter point becaause this typpe of turning can cause severe
dam
mage to soil strructure and plaants. In additiion, a sharp tuurning
may
y not be possiible due to thhe mechanical restrictions of
o the
vehiicle and therrefore a soft
ft turning typ
pe which redduces
man
neuvering oveer headland aarea is requirred. In this paper,
p
som
me typical turniing types, show
own in Fig. 6, will
w be used too join
selected crop row
ws in a mannner which reeduces total travel
t
distaance and operational time [111].

(a) U turn (r = w/2)

(b) Flat or
o π turn (r < w/2)

(c) Bulb or Ω turrn (r > w/2)

(d) Hoo
ok turn (r > w/2)

Fig. 6.
6 Turning types where r is the minimum turnin
ng width of the vehicle
v
and w is the distance between
b
crop row
ws [11].

C. Trajectory
T
Generation
In
I this section,, a complete trrajectory to en
nable the vehiccle to
visit the intensivee weed spots is generated
d. First the cllosest
field
d rows or traacks from thee weed spots are selectedd and
ordeered in a mannner which redduces the totaal driving disttance
and the maneuveering over heeadland area. Second, turnnings
betw
ween the seleccted and orderred field rows are generatedd and
comb
mbined with thee rows to create a complete trajectory to gguide
the UGV
U
through the executionn of the weed control operaation.
Com
mplete trajectoory generatioon is carried out throughh the
follo
owing steps:

Fig. 7.
7 Alignment off crop rows befoore the vehicle starts
s
to turn; w is the
impleement width, θ is the driving or traacks angle and φ is the headland or
o edge
direction [9].

1) Rows
R
assignm
ment
A set of cooordinates reprresenting the locations off the
inten
nsive weed sppots is obtainned from thee helicopter. Each

3) Rows
R
alignmeent
Before
B
a turn
ning trajectorry is generateed, rows must be
align
ned in order to carry out a successful turning. When the

centrre point of thhe implement, shown in Fig
g. 7, reaches ppoint
A, a part of the iimplement staarted to exit the
t interior oof the
field
d. However, inn order to com
mpletely finissh the coveragge of
the current
c
swath or track, the vehicle needeed to keep mooving
straight ahead unttil point B was reached. The
T vehicle caannot
mak
ke a turn until both tracks arre aligned by keep moving until
poin
nt C is reachedd. The vehiclee then made a turn from C tto D,
and starts to re-ennter the field from
f
D, until the
t entire widdth of
i
waas inside the field at point E. Distances d 1 and
the implement
d2 arre computed uusing the formuulas given by Eq. (2).
d1  w  2  tan     

(2)

D) tan    
d1  d 2  norm(C D

IV.

RESULTS

The
T field shoown in Fig. 5 is used to
o demonstratee the
funcctionality of th
the developedd approach. A simulated s et of
UTM
M coordinates representing the locations of the weed spots
whicch are supposeed to be receiived from a helicopter is shhown
in Fig.
F
8(a). Forr a minimum
m turning rad
dius, r = 10m
m, a
trajeectory with sim
mple turning types
t
is generaated as it is shhown
in Fiig. 8(b) wheree only U and flat
f turning ty
ypes are emplooyed.
For r = 15m a ttrajectory withh more comp
plex turning ttypes
using
g U and Ω turrning types is generated as it is shown inn Fig.
8(c).. One drawbaack of the currrent approach
h is that the turns
may be carried ouut outside the headland areaa, as it is show
wn in
Fig. 8(c). Enlarginng the headlannd area or incrreasing the num
mber
of heeadland paths could be usedd to maneuverr the UGV witthout
goin
ng outside the hheadland.

(a)

(b))

9 Robot motion
n in case of usingg other turning types such as U, π and Ω
Fig. 9.
turnin
ng curves (the ro
obot initial positiion is at +57° 0' 48.42", +9° 59' 39.72"
with a heading angle of 108°) where reference values are in red and actual
valuees are in black.

The
T trajectory
y following coontroller is tested for a trajeectory
obtaained for r = 15m where tthe controlled
d helped the robot
mod
del to follow complex turnning shapes off U and Ω tuurning
typees as it is sh
hown in Fig. 9. The acttual and referrence
posiitions of the robot, headiing angles, liinear and anngular
speeeds are shown
n in Fig. 9. Thhe robot has also
a been testted in
the real
r field trial starting from two differentt initial positioons as
it is shown in Fig
g. 10 a & b. Thhe minimum turning distannce of
the robot was chosen to be 5 m and thereffore a bulb- or
o Ωturn
ning type was obtained. Thee Helmsman controller
c
wass able
to guide
g
the robot from its inittial position to
o the desired track
and move in straig
ght line to thee other end of the track (i.e.,, crop
row). At the end of the currentt track, a buld- or Ω-turningg was
geneerated and useed to guide thee robot throug
gh a smooth tuurning
overr the headland
d area. At the eend of the turn
ning trajectoryy, the
robo
ot entered thee next track (i.e., next crop row) andd the
conttroller showed
d a good abiility to drive the robot it in a
straiight line to thee other end of the track.

(c)

Fig. 8.
8 (a) Coordinattes of intensive weed
w
spots receiived from a heliccopter
scann
ning the field, (b) a complete trajecctory with U and flat turnings for r = 10
m, an
nd (c) a complete trajectory with U and Ω turnings for
f r = 15 m.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10.
1 Testing the robot’s ability to follow a trajectory from two different
initiaal positions: desiired trajectory iss in dotted red line and actual robot
trajecctory is in solid black line.

V.

CO
ONCLUSIONS

In
I this paper, a novel apprroach for generating a com
mplete
operrational trajecctory to enablle unmanned ground vehiccle to
visitt specific infested weed spoots identified from aerial im
mages
for a crop field iss presented. A complete traajectory consissts of

the selected crop rows and the turning path connecting these
rows is generated to enable an unmanned ground vehicle to
visit these weed spots in an optimized manner. Four types of
turning types; namely, U-, π-, Ω-, and hook- turning types are
generated and used to join selected crop rows. To enable a
robot to follow a predefined trajectory, a trajectory following
controller based on Helmsman controller principal is proposed.
Simulation results showed that the controller is capable of
accurately steering the robot to follow complex trajectories and
reducing the tracking error under different operational
conditions. An experimental field test showed that the
developed controller is capable of following a predefined
trajectory with high accuracy. In future work, the trajectory
will be extended to 3D dimensional space in order to improve
the controller performance for different field terrains.
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